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Ref. Ares(2022)6295452 - 12/09/2022

From:

DENIS Florian (CAB-MCGUINNESS)

To:

Cc:

BELTRAMELLO Andrea (CAB-DOMBROVSKIS); 

)

Subject:

RE: Connecting on EU cloud scheme and access to tech by EU financial firms

Date:

mardi 7 juin 2022 18:51:17

Hi 

,

 in cc will set up a call next week.

Best regards,
Florian

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, June 7, 2022 10:47 AM

To: DENIS Florian (CAB-MCGUINNESS) <xxxxxxx.xxxxx@xx.xxxxxx.xx>

Cc: BELTRAMELLO Andrea (CAB-DOMBROVSKIS) <xxxxxx.xxxxxxxxxxx@xx.xxxxxx.xx>

Subject: Connecting on EU cloud scheme and access to tech by EU financial firms 

Importance: Low

Dear Florian,

Apologies for contacting you out of the blue, I lead the Public Policy and Regulatory Affairs work
related to Financial Services at AWS (I was previously in a similar role in the banking sector).

I am reaching out regarding the European Banking Federation’s letter to the EC on the topic of
the EU Cloud Certification Scheme (attached for reference) and the possibility of this including
provisions which would effectively impact the ability of EU Financial Services firms to access non-
EU technology, with further negative impact on the operational resilience and stability of the EU
financial sector. As you would know, this is precisely what DORA is looking to tackle.

I was hoping you may be available for a call sometime next week to exchange views on the topic
– I am cc-ing Andrea Beltramello in EVP’s Dombrovskis Cabinet as he suggested he would like to
join the call as well.

Kind regards,

AWS 

Amazon Web Services EMEA SARL, 38 avenue John F. Kennedy, L-1855 Luxembourg, R.C.S.
Luxembourg B186284 

Amazon Web Services EMEA SARL, Sucursal en Espana, Calle Ramirez de Prado 5, 28045 Madrid,
Spain, Registro Mercantil de Madrid Tomo 36.807, Folio 1, Hoja M-659089, CIF W0185696B 
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